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CHEETWOOT 
Friday, July 9, 1 841 

Morning 

"Tribe follows tribe, and nation follows nation, like the waves of the sea." 
Chief Seattle 

For centuries, the peninsula known as "Cheetwoot" has meant "land 
of the bear" in the language of the Coast Salish People. At this moment, a 
black bear ambles among the towering firs, cedars and hemlocks, scouting 
out a morning meal of berries and grubs. At the sound of his heavy paws 
trampling the underbrush, a weasel scurries through the devil's club and 
salal, while a squirrel chatters from a mossy branch above. A woodpecker 
hammers away at an old snag, crows caw near the beach, and the songs of 
warblers and tree swallows round out the haphazard symphony. 

On this summer morning, as the tide moves out, the pungent, salty 
smell of the vast mudflats dominates the air. Like tiny geysers, clam 
spouts appear on the beach, and sand crabs wiggle sideways under the 
barnacle-covered rocks. The grey sky is speckled black and white with 
crows and seagulls, while a solitary bald eagle glides above the rest. 

In the marshy area to the east of the peninsula, where two creeks 
meet the sea, young salmon dart through the murky mixture of salt and 
fresh water, slowly adapting their bodies for the arduous ocean journey 
ahead. A blue heron wades among the reeds and grasses that swish 
together in the breeze. The air is cool as the dark clouds roll in. Soon a 
steady rain will fall on the inhabitants of Cheetwoot, and on these 
visitors who have come to the land of the bear. 

The determined men in the longboat row in unison toward the 
"Shute's River Falls" (Tumwater Falls). Upon arrival, they plan to mount 
horses and head south, to dig up and examine some of the mysterious 
formations at "Bute Prairie," (the Mirna Mounds). The stern-looking officer 
in the bow of the boat is Lieutenant Charles Wilkes, the commander of the 
United States Exploring Expedition, later simply called "The Wilkes 
Expedition." The U.S. Government hired Charles and his crew three years 
ago, to explore the land and waters of the North and South Pacific, in order 
to gather information and help gain new lands for the United States. 
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These seasoned sailors will return to New York in less than a year, 
with amazing tales of icebergs in newly-discovered Antarctica, and 
volcanoes in the tropical Sandwich Islands (Hawaii). They will bring back 
hundreds of never-before-seen specimens, which will form part of the 
opening collection for an amazing museum, to be called "The Smithsonian 
Institute." Yet when these sailors arrive back home, after four harrowing 
years at sea, they will not receive the hero's welcome they expected, and 
the crew will not speak kindly of their controversial commander, 
Lieutenant Wilkes. 

The Vincennes, a 127 foot sloop of war, is the largest of the crew's 
floating homes, along with the Porpoise, the Peacock and the Flying Fish. 
The huge three-masted ship is moored near Fort Nisqually, which is a half 
day's hard row north of Cheetwoot. 

In the stern of the longboat sits Alexander Anderson, a young 
Englishman who was placed in charge of the fort last year. The Hudson's 
Bay Company carved this fur trading post out of the wilderness eight 
years ago and it remains the closest British settlement to Cheetwoot. 
(One day, the area around Fort Nisqually will be known as Dupont.) 

Today, in 1 84 1 , both the United States and Great Britain have claims 
to this vast, rugged region called the Oregon Country. Alexander Anderson 
has been trying to attract more British settlers to Southern Puget Sound 
by establishing British-run farms. But the process of getting livestock, 
and training new farmers has been frustrating for Alexander. To make 
matters worse, the steamship Beaver, Fort Nisqually's main lifeline, has 
been out of commission for several months. Soon Alexander will ask for a 
transfer. After a succession of temporary leaders, a Scottsman named Dr. 
William Fraser Tolmie will take command of the post in 1843. Tolmie's 
contributions will leave a lasting impression. 

As Commander Wilkes looks up to the forested hill, where someday 
one of the tallest masonry domes in the world will stand, his thoughts are 
plagued with worry. Two of his ships, the Peacock and the Flying Fish, are 
long overdue. Wilkes has good reason for concern. Ten days from now the 
Peacock, battling stormy seas, will arrive at the mouth of the Columbia 
River, run aground, and break apart in the crashing waves. Miraculously, 
every crew member will survive this terrifying ordeal. However, months 
of work collecting and labeling specimens, will be lost forever to the sea. 

This morning, Lieutenant Thomas Budd and Passed Midshipman Henry 
Eld are in distant longboats, finishing the soundings which measure 
distance across the inlet. By this method, they fire a gun at one end, and 
measure the time between flash and bang at the other end. Although Henry 
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now has a peak named after him in Antarctica, Thomas Budd has yet to see 
his name on any of Wilkes' charts. 

To the north of these men lies Harstene Island, named after another 
Wilkes' crew member. On that site, many years from now, a large stone 
petroglyph will be discovered and eventually moved to Tumwater for 
display. They will note the most prominent carving on the ancient stone 
to be the symbol of a bear. 

The Coast Salish People refer to Commander Wilkes and his 
American sailors as "Bostons," while Alexander Anderson and his company 
of British fur traders and farmers are known as "King George Men." Most 
of the "King George Men" have blended well into this environment, many of 
them taking an Indian wife and starting a family. But the "Boston Men" are 
new to the area, and this group will soon be leaving. How future "Bostons" 
will affect the lives of the Coast Salish People is not yet known. 

A trade is taking place on a rugged path above the beach. The traders 
are conversing in a language known as Chinook Jargon, which combines a 
few hundred Indian, French and English words. On the left, the sturdy 
young Coast Salish man with short black hair is Leschi. He is speaking 
with Thomas Otchin, a former Hudson's Bay Company employee, and with 
Leschi's older half brother Quiemuth. 

Thomas Otchin came from England by way of Canada, working for the 
Hudson's Bay Company as a farm laborer over at Fort Nisqually. He quit 
farming last year, angry that he didn't get all he was promised by the 
company. Today, Thomas and his wife Mary live on this peninsula, in a 
small cabin with one glass window. It is likely they are the first white 
settlers to live in Cheetwoot. They are not happy about the climate 
though, and will soon be heading south to the Willamette Valley. Thomas 
needs transportation for the journey, so he offers Hudson's Bay blankets in 
exchange for a horse. At the end of the transaction, the traders will 
exchange the word "cumtux," meaning "understood." 

Leschi and Quiemuth have lived in this region all their lives and are 
now in their thirties. Their summer home is near Muck Creek which flows 
into the Nisqually River. In the winter, they move to a more permanent 
home on the Mashel River, near what will one day be Eatonville. The two 
men are comfortable handling horses. Leschi's mother, a woman of royal 
lineage from the Yakima Tribe, brought many horses over the mountains 
when she married her Nisqually husband. 

Leschi and Quiemuth spend their days fishing and canoeing in the 
clear waters, hunting and camping in the forests, and racing their horses 
on the open prairies. They do not know the "Bostons" in the longboat, but 
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they are on friendly terms with the "King George Men, 11 such as Thomas. 
Leschi is an occasional visitor and trader at Fort Nisqually. 

While exploration by the white settlers is relatively new, the 
remainder of the activities in Cheetwoot today have been taking place for 
centuries. Most of these people are the ancestors of what will one day be 
called the Nisqually and Squaxin Island Tribes. 

The village near the west end of the peninsula consists mostly of 
mat huts, some teepee-shaped and some rectangular, which are often 
packed up and moved around to different fishing areas in the summertime. 
These huts are made of woven cattails and reeds gathered from the 
marshes nearby, as well as strips of bark from the giant cedar trees. In 
winter the wandering fishermen and hunters will move back to the more 
permanent longhouses, which are shared by many families year-round. 

There is a steady plume of smoke from an alder campfire, where fish 
are being cooked on sticks. The smoke mixes with steam rising from a pit 
dug in the ground, where camas bulbs and fern roots have been baking for 
three days. Several canoes are pulled up on the beach, some with the flat, 
low front needed for river travel, and others built for the waves of the 
open waters, with sharp, higher prows. Women are weaving nets out of 
nettle stems to catch the big salmon that will be returning to spawn soon. 
A dog barks as a seal surfaces out in the bay. One day this site will be a 
bustling section of Columbia Street, between Fourth and State, in the 
heart of Olympia's downtown. 

Back up on the hill, near the traders, women are sharing stories as 
they pick salmon berries. A mother rocks her baby in a cradle, suspended 
from a strong sapling. The movement of her foot attached to a rope, rocks 
the cradle, and leaves her hands free to dig some of the fern roots around 
her. A bluejay perches nearby, the symbol of the trickster and the mimic 
in Indian legends. Today, as the children listen, one of the women relates 
the story of Bu-ta-u, an Indian maiden who falls in love with a man whose 
home lies beneath the sea. 

The young Indian woman nearby is peeling cherry bark to use for 
basket weaving. The dark colored bark comes off in circular coils. It will 
make striking designs when woven in with her other materials. Earlier in 
the year, when the sap was running, she pulled long vertical strips off 
cedar trees for baskets, and shredded them for clothing. Sno-Ho-Dum-Set, 
a local chief known for his peaceful ways, watches the process. 

The group of men to the east are cutting planks off a large cedar 
tree without felling it first. (Chief Chouse, who supervises the operation, 
will one day be the oldest name handed down in the Squaxin Island Tribe.) 
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The men are pounding wedges into the trunk with stone mauls attached to 
ironwood handles. At other times they might fell the tree first. The 
boards will be used to build a longhouse. On the path to the village, there 
is evidence of another Coast Salish method of logging. A deep trench was 
dug around a tree and the roots were burned out, causing it to topple over. 

On the beach, to the west, women are digging for clams, shelling 
them, and stringing them on a clam rack. The clam baskets they use are 
loosely woven to let water flow through, compared to the tight weave of 
the berry picker's baskets. Fish and shellfish are on the menu for every 
meal in this Coast Salish village. When added to berries and camas bulbs, 
the native residents receive the protein, vitamins and starch they need to 
survive. The pile of clam shells and many of the dried clams will soon be 
used in trade with Eastern Tribes such as the Klikitats, who place a high 
value on items from the sea. In exchange the Coast Salish may receive 
deerskin garments or the furs of other animals. 

An older woman is walking up the path from the village. Later, many 
will speak of her, some claiming she lived to be nearly 100. She is Kai
Kai-Sum-Lute, or "Queen," and she is a testament to the persevering 
nature of the early women around Cheetwoot. Queen lives in the village at 
Sequalitchew Creek near Fort Nisqually. She is a person who commands 
respect and trust. Today Queen watches the "Bostons" in the longboat with 
great interest. She agreed that several days from now, when the explorers 
are ready to leave for San Francisco, she will guide an overland group led 
by Henry Eld to the Black River, and on to Grays Harbor (Aberdeen area). 
Queen has promised to supply them with horses, a large canoe and men to 
help carry the supplies. She will be true to her word. 

In the world across the Cascade Mountains the Whitman Mission has 
been standing for five years. It has also been five years since Texas 
declared its independence from Mexico. These events and others are 
opening the door to westward expansion, but the great migration that is 
soon to begin will take a heavy toll on those who settled first. 

Today, as Queen moves up the path, she breathes in the fragrance of 
the mock orange blossoms around her. Charles Wilkes will write about 
these flowers in his journal. Meanwhile, seated in the longboat, the 
commander of the United States Exploring Expedition tries to focus on the 
day's mission, and checks his timepiece out of habit. 

Time, in Cheetwoot, is measured by the rising and setting of the sun, 
and the ebb and flow of the tide. The Coast Salish People maintain a 
physical and spiritual connection with the rain, the woods and the water, 
that is older than memory, in this emerald green land of the bear. 
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